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It has a four-cylinder SOHC air-cooled wet sump engine. The first version, the CBK, was a
development of the earlier CB , and like its predecessor, had four exhaust pipes, four silencers
and wire-spoked wheels. The CBK shared some visual similarities with the CB, and it fitted into
Honda's four-cylinder range as its mid-capacity bike. The CBF has a lighter four-into-one
exhaust, slightly flatter handlebars, and a different fuel tank without chrome trim. The F aka F1
was succeeded by the F2, which had an additional flash decal on the fuel tank and deletion of
the fork gaiters. Both CBF and CBK models had a drum rear brake and a single front disc brake,
although each fork slider had a bracket for a brake caliper. Closely derived from the earlier CB,
the CB's engine was the largest factory boring of this cylinder block; and when the CB was
replaced in by the broadly similar Honda CB , a completely new engine design was necessary.
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Twinstar. CB Four. GL Gold Wing. There was never much bad to say about the Honda Four, so
why enlarge its bores by a mere 2. Technical Specifications for the CB remained virtually
unchanged over the model lines. Perfect for the time. The models were cosmetically similar;
mechanically, aside from the extra 50cc displacement, significant improvements in the
transmission. The tank featured a two-tone paint scheme with the base color accented by a
black panel and gold striping. The side covers were painted the base color. The CB K1 received
dark green instrument faces and the tank featured a gold and black accent stripe. The model
was offered in a single color, Candy Garnet Brown. The tank paint scheme was carried over
from the model. The only other significant change was to the instrument faces, which were now
light green. The tank was now painted in a single solid color and featured a wider accent stripe
in red and gold. The gas filler was now recessed under a locking cover panel. In the US, the
carburettors were changed to meet emmissions requirements. The 4-into-4 exhaust was
restyled. Changes from include a gold pinstripe on the side covers and a dual contour seat with
a stepped section for the passenger. Instrument faces were dark green with white numbers. The
seat covering was dark brown and instrument faces changed to light green with white numbers.
A wide gold stripe was added to the tank and the side covers were painted black. The seat
covering was black and the fork boots were eliminated. The left cover mountings are the same
for all the s all years. Swap around as you chose. The right covers differ in mounting at the top
forward mount position where the mount tab is rotated 90 degrees. When rebuilding carbs on
the old Honda fours with press-in main jets, you will often find that all the metal parts are fine
after a good cleaning, and all that you really need to buy are new O-rings. I found an industrial
O-ring supplier who was willing to do small-volume counter sales, and was able to get new
O-rings at about 50 cents per carb. Sizes are:. Main Jet: 1. D â€” 33mm, O. When the No.
Measure the clearances using a feeler gauge, adjust by loosening the lock nut and turning the
adjuster screw, and tighten the lock nut. See item 5 above for proper valve tappet clearances.
This is all from memory and was confirmed by myself. Crawl around on knees till you find it and
you will be holding the emulsifier tube. It has a series of holes drilled on opposite sides. Drill
more of the same size holes between the existing ones, essentially doubling the holes. Do one
at a time and put it back in the same way it came out. Compare to other carb to get the
orientation. This tube mixes air with the fuel coming up around the needle and makes it sorta
foamy or emulsified Apparently it atomizes better when it enters the airstream as a foam? None
of these things have changed and no re-jetting is required,.. It just emulsifies better. I did this on
my 75 CB right before a mile trip. Prior to that it got around mpg. After the mod with no other
changes it got 60mpg. I also remember my buddy had a CB and we got the exact same mileage
so he was impressed! Does anyone else remember this? The grapevine I heard it through was
comprised of reputable mechanics and I heard that there was a Honda bulletin describing it but I
never saw it. The effect of the emulsion tube will depend on the hole pattern. Here is how to
read it: First, hold the emulsion tube upside down and inspect the hole pattern. Holes at the top
of the emulsion tube will affect the top-end of the rev range. Holes in the middle will trim the
mid-rpm range, and holes at the bottom, the low-rpm range. Where there are no holes, the
mixture will be rich. Where there are holes, the mixture will be leaned out. Just how much the
mixture is leaned out by the presence of holes depends on how many, and how big. The more
holes present, the more the mixture is leaned out at that point. A larger air bleed leans out the
mixture, but at low rpm and small throttle openings, the air bleed has little influence over the
mixture. At high rpm, just a few thousandths change in the air bleed diameter can have a
significant effect on mixture. One other aspect of the emulsion tube and well is that they act not
only as a means of calibration but also as a control element for fuel atomization. By emulsifying
the fuel prior to it reaching the booster, the fuel is easier to shear into fine droplets at the point

of discharge. Generally, the more it is emulsified with air in the emulsion tube, the easier it is to
atomize at the venturi. From Rotary Engineering:. Emulsion tubes control the metered fuel and
air introduced into the Carburetor. When air enters the emulsion tube through the air jet and fuel
enters through the the main fuel jet this condition emulsifies the fuel delivered into the
carburetor. The emulsion tube has a series of small holes from top to bottom which regulate the
fuel mixture. These holes allow air and fuel to enter the main circuit and emulsify fuel. Low
speed engine conditions or engines at idle do not require use of the emulsion tube or the main
circuit. As engine speed increases the fuel level in the float bowl drops uncovering these holes
and allowing air from the air jets to enter the main circuit resulting in a lean mixture. As the
engine speed increases the fuel level in the float bowl continues to drop. This uncovers even
more of the holes in the emulsion tube, which makes the air jet have a greater effect on the low
to high rpm fuel delivery mixture. From Pre-emulsion bleed formulas:. From memory, as the air
and fuel are flowing at low speed, the air only enters the emulsion tube through the holes high
up, but as speed increases, the air travels further down the well. If the top holes are to big, to
much air enters the tubes at the top at high speed and does not mix well thus giving poor fuel
delivery quality, if they are to small, not enough enters at low speed, giving poor fuel delivery
quality. Also, the bigger the air leak into the emulsion tube via the air correction jet and the
emulsion tube holes, the leaner the mixture as the pressure drop across the main jet is reduced
and there is more air introduced to the metered fuel. Interesting stuff. I would make a minor
correction to the author from Rotary Engineering, as regards our carbs, though:. This is the
result of the limited flow from the size of the main jet itself. The float bowl level does drop in real
life: at engine speeds over RPM, the level drops about mm. However, this mm would have little
effect inside the emulsifier section, as the holes are spread out over about a 10mm length. The
impasse comes at wide-open throttle WOT. Raising the float level of the bowl helps a little, at
the risk of leaking around the edges when running at more normal speeds. Remove completely
the band clamps for the rear rubber couplers on the carbs. Loosen the band clamps for the front
rubber couplers only on the carb end. Remove throttle cables, disconnect bottom hoses and
fuel line. Disconnect engine breather hose and move it out of the way. Work the rear rubber
couplers off the carbs at the rear. Fold the bottom of them in on itself so the rear of the carbs
may move down. Twist the carb bank down in the rear and pull them back out of the front
rubber couplers simultaneously. The rear couplers will crush some with the band clamps gone.
Once the carbs are out of the front couplers work the bank sideways out the left side of the bike
mashing the rear couplers out of the way as needed. The rear rubber couplers are thin wall,
more compliant, and flop around way more than the front ones. Fitting: Going back in is pretty
much the reverse. Using a wedge or tying the air plenum and filter box rearward eases
installation. Leave those rear band clamps completely off the bike. Push the carb bank in from
the left side and work them across, almost ignoring the rear rubber couplers until the carbs are
aligned with the front couplers. Then wiggle them home into the front rubber couplers. Reinstall
filterbox fame mount bolts. Reinstall hoses. Reinstall throttle cables. This is caused by several
factors, all relating to certain things Honda wanted this bike to do:. It did all these things, and
very well. But, the tradeoffs of design caused by the long intake runners 2 and the angled
direction change into the heads 3 made 4 and 5 harder to obtain. The richer idle had to lean out
at running speeds to get good MPG. To smooth all of these things out a little, the spark advance
curve was made quick, quicker than the other fours of the day. The result: between RPM or so ,
the mixture was slipping from richer-than-normal to normal while the spark advancer had
already reached full timing. It made the torque curve flatten out in that range, where most bikes
are just getting stronger. Raise the jet needle in the carb slides one notch. Install a size smaller
main jet at the same time 5 size smaller on last-year CB Advance the timing 2 degrees static, but
cut off one turn from the springs on the advancer and reshape the end of the next coil so the
springs will fit back onto the advancer mounts. Add 4 teeth to the rear sprocket. This raises the
RPM a little, which shifts the lower-than-normal torque curve downward a little to a point where
the torque-vs-acceleration is not so noticeable. Test out your octane ratings. Start with a tank of
Regular, then try Mid-Grade, then premium. Shorten the intake valve guide bosses about mm.
Install a cam with 7 degrees more duration and advance it degrees. Action Fours used to make
one of these in the early s. This guide was written by forum member, Brian B. It is an excellent
step-by-step carb rebuild guide with photos. Carb Sync Video. The clutch lifters on these bikes
wear more because there is much more shifting going on. Grease those lifters! We tried all
kinds of clutch mods. Heavy-handed throttles then caused plate heating and warpage, making
the faces engage less, then they wore quickly. Barnett jumped in with their superior friction
plates, but they were thicker, so their sets had 1 less plate pair than the Honda set. Result: same
grip, less life. Even worse: the Barnett cork bits wear the oil pumps, causing low oil pressure
after a while. Solution: today, the plates are available with square-cut cork faces. Find these and

use them. And, replace the steel ones, too. These excellent oils overlube the plates and make
them slip. Instead, use Castrol best or Torco next best oils. Put the steel ones in backwards,
too. Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5. Mid-Sized Fours. CB History There was never much bad to
say about the Honda Four, so why enlarge its bores by a mere 2. Ratio 9. CB Side Covers There
are three styles of covers. O-Rings When rebuilding carbs on the old Honda fours with press-in
main jets, you will often find that all the metal parts are fine after a good cleaning, and all that
you really need to buy are new O-rings. Sizes are: Main Jet: 1. Unscrew the tappet hole caps.
Hold the adjusting screw so that it is not turned when tightening the lock nut. Make sure the
clearance is not disturbed when the lock nut is tightened. From Rotary Engineering: Emulsion
tubes control the metered fuel and air introduced into the Carburetor. From Pre-emulsion bleed
formulas: From memory, as the air and fuel are flowing at low speed, the air only enters the
emulsion tube through the holes high up, but as speed increases, the air travels further down
the well. Bandage knuckles. This is caused by several factors, all relating to certain things
Honda wanted this bike to do: It was supposed to idle well and start very easily. It was
supposed to be quiet. Long intake runners distance between the carb slide and intake valve
helped this. It was supposed to be easy to maintain and not leak fuel, so that carbs were to sit
horizontally. It was supposed to be even and smooth through the whole throttle range. Polish
the intake valves. Last updated on Apr 20, Copy Download. Make Honda. Model CB. Good
runner, new oil,gaskets,filter,spark plugs,points. Everything works but the horn. For sale a
Honda CB four, runs great, 1 of a kind bike with the sidecar, a lot of fun to ride, willing to sell
bike separately, bike is mostly original, different pipes, I have the original side covers, one is
not in the picture. Chrome is nice, 38k on engine. Clean PA Title. If you are interested in the bike
only, you must call make me an offer, and must check bike out first and cash only, this
transaction I don't want pay-pal, I am close to Hershey PA. Model CB Original paint gas tank and
recently powder-coated four into one header. Low mileage, well maintained, professionally
re-jetted and tuned. Sounds awesome, runs and rides great! No modifications have been made
to the frame. Model CBF. Honda s twin-cylinder sportbikes revolutionized the world of
motorcycling when they first appeared, and this latest generation our twins are the best ever.
Here s what you need to know about the CBF: It s the most broad-spectrum of the family, with
minimal bodywork, a classic riding position, and a Even though it s just a couple of years old,
for , it gets some tasty updates both in terms of style and function. The best part stays the
same: the powerful twin-cylinder engine and its wide, user-friendly powerband. But for , you get
better shift feel thanks to some transmission upgrades, a new adjustable front-brake lever, a
larger fuel tank, and preload-adjustable front suspension. And there s more, too: The new
headlight and crisper style you can see for yourself, but the new exhaust you ll have to hear to
appreciate. The CBF has always been an excellent choice for riders ready to move up a
displacement class, or for anyone who appreciates a great middleweight motorcycle, and for , it
s even better. Features May Include: Digital Instrumentation A full LCD blue-tinted screen
features a digital speedometer and tachometer and more, including a clock, odometer, trip
meter, real-time and average fuel consumption meters, and illuminated engine diagnostic
indicators. Rear Grips Sturdy rear passenger grips offer a firm handhold for your passenger or
tie-down points for smaller items. Perfect for around-town riding or out in the canyons, it also
offers plenty of room for a passenger and is specially designed to fit a wide range of riders.
Unique Style Less is more when it comes to the CBF, but for , we ve fine-tuned that look to
freshen things up a bit. With its classic, clean, progressive style, the CBF is a motorcycle that
looks great while still providing incredible value and performance. Steel-Tube Frame A
motorcycle s frame is the basis for its handling. A take on a classic construction, the CBF s
diamond-shaped 35mm steel-tube mainframe ties to the engine with four mounts, offering a
rock-solid foundation for a superior ride and handling. Good condition and very clean. No leaks,
the gas tank has no rust. The bike is keep indoors in dry storage. The rims were powder coated
and rebuilt with stainless spokes. Airtech seat pan with custom made seat. Electronic ignition
from Newtronics Sytems Inc. Hagon shocks, four into one exhaust from Cbcafe. All balls Racing
tapered steering bearings. I went threw the carbs and rebuilt and balanced them. Up for your
consideration is a Honda CB K5. VIN cb Engine does turn over with good compression. All
stock and original except for exhaust. Fuel tank looks new inside. Chrome has rust in areas,
original paint has fading, side covers have cracks. Good complete, original project to refesh or
restore. See pics and feel free to message with any questions or to see the bike in person. Sold
as is no warranty. Full payment via cash or cashiers check within 7 days. International buyers
welcome, payment via swift. Buyer is responsible for all shipping arrangements, I can
coordinate with shipper of your choice and assist in loading. I can hold the bike safe until pick
up can be arranged. Model Cb Restored Honda CB with 30, miles on it. I started my own
business and ran through most of my savings in doing so. This bike is a classic that will only

increase in value. I recently moved my bike to a spot in the bike garage across the street from
my apartment with a lot more room and easier access to the bike. I'm not in a hurry to sell the
bike as I'm saving a lot of money parking it at the new location. This bike wont need work for
years to come. This bike would be the perfect bike for someone looking for a classic bike
[without all the functional mechanical issues that come along with an older bike] that is ready to
ride immediately without having any work done for a long time. I have every service record of all
the work that has been done on the bike along with telephone numbers and addresses of each
shop that performed the work. Sad to let go of my bike but I could use the money in starting my
own business-and again, if I can't get close to listing price, I'll most likely keep the bike. As this
motorcycle is a classic bike, it will continue to appreciate in value, so it'll be a nice investment
for whomever can dish out the money for it. Please message me if interested in coming to check
out the bike! Happy hunting! Also, when the gas valve is on 'on' or reserve it leaks but not when
it's off! It also has an electric start that was put in and works great. The bike has a little over 20K
miles on it. The bike runs extremely well! Price reflects how much I currently have invested in
the bike. Serious buyers can come take it for a spin. Please don't hesitate to ask any questions!
Located in Green Bay, WI. Item can sit in warehouse till delivery arrangements are made. I can
help with god fast reliable transporters for most parts. Call with questions Honda CBK Nice
original condition with low miles and clear title. Picked up last night from farm in IL from
original owner. Has not rode in over 10yrs. I did very quick clean up and looks pretty good at
least to me. Not running. I am heading out of town for week to do some more buying and just
rather start thinning the herd as they say. Very restorable bike I do these all the time. They all
just need love Carb clean, new points, and general going over. If you like to buy then have me
do all the work call we can work it out. So, when you get it off the truck it's ready to roll. Or do it
yourself. This listing is for Non Running with strong compression psi across board and good
story from original owner. I see no issues with bike at all. Paint is wore off side covers from
wearing boots. Covers not cracked. No dents in tank but will need cleanup there still is gas in it.
Gauges look good. Seat is nice. Also include is original manual and complete took kit. Wheels
are good, Suspension feels right. Nice easy bike to start your addiction for vintage motorcycles.
Very popular bikes for sure. Fabulous machine. One-owner from new. All paint and chrome as
new. Runs great. Has owners manual. Can help arrange shipping. No texting! Phone calls only
and E-mail's,. This is a CB Complete resto-mod with just the right balance of new parts with
classic looks. To see a walk around video and hear the bike run, click the link below. The tank is
off of a CB Super Sport, very rare tank that was only made for two years. Looks great on these
bikes. Frame was sandblasted and painted in a automotive quality metallic gold, all black parts
were professionally sprayed with metallic black. Bike has been tuned to accommodate the UNI
filters and 4 into 1 performance exhaust. Starts and runs great. This bike is fun and smooth.
Upgraded brake master cylinder, rebuilt caliper, and drilled discs. Great for around town but
comfortable enough to take longer trips. No leaks, no hassles. Seat made from genuine leather,
NOT vinyl New battery and tires. Does have all the original electrical, turn signals were updated.
The engine is not painted, just cleaned original with polished covers. Please look at the videos
and pictures closely because what you see is what you get. To get an idea of our experience
building custom bikes, check out our YouTube channel. You can see all of our builds there. We
recommend getting a quote from Please read payment options before bidding. Customs can be
difficult depending on the country. Carpy is one of the premiere custom bike builders in
California. Also, the tank is off of a CB Super Sport, very rare tank that was only made for two
years. It is long and has the knee cut outs. Frame was painted in a automotive quality metallic
gold, all black parts were professionally sprayed with metallic black. New battery and tires. The
engine was left original, not painted, just cleaned. I do not accept paypal on items this large.
Only secure transfer to Chase bank or cash in person. Hollywood, FL. Thousand Oaks, CA.
Lawrenceville, GA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Gloucester, VA. Cheyenne, WY. Laguna Niguel,
CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Cb Four. Category Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model
Cb Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Honda
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.
Testers: Peter Watson, Graham Sanderson. The Atlantic for five years except that in the States it
was transformed into the CB in and, subsequently, the CBF last year. So the latest derivative
we've got over here is more than just an upstaged CB Having been though its transition period
as the CB in the States, the bike is just about on the ball and it's been well worth the wait.
Honda now appear to be designing machines specifically for the European market rather than
merely insulting European taste with that sit - up - and - beg riding position that the Yanks love
so much. It's a trend we noticed with the CB first tested in these pages in July '75 and which
became consolidated in the CBF, a greatly improved version of four-piper CBs. Seating position

on both the and the new was good and it's equally accommodating on the CB Footrests sprout
just to the rear of the engine and the rider leans slightly forward on to the handlebars raised a
couple of inches above the head-stock. The bars are wide enough to afford bags of control
through the turns, yet they're sufficiently narrow to maintain the rider's body in aerodynamic'
balance for those long motorway bashes. Yet the CB is much more than just an in-bet weenie in
the Honda range; more than merely a compromise between cc beef and cc cheap thrills. We
believe the CB provides one of the finest balances between performance, economy and
handling quality in today's motorcycling arena. That may sound like a tribute normally reserved
for the two grand-plus machine, but we thoroughly enjoyed the CB and consider it to be one of
the better bikes to emerge from Honda's design team in recent years. More weight, more
muscle, more torque and more pure motorcycling enjoyment. Thumbing the starter button on
the right of the handlebar induces the crank to revolve and the Honda ticks over with the
precision of a quartz wristwatch. Yet such is the efficiency of the fashionable four -into - one
exhaust system that it creates a false impression that the 's. Round town the Honda felt more
like the than its smaller cc brother, yet it was maneuverable and the tractability of second and
third gears provided the right combination of acceleration with minimal use of revs. However,
continuous subdued start-stop riding showed up a couple of flat spots below 5, rpm and with an
overly strong throttle return spring I occasionally grabbed more revs than was really necessary.
Still, right down to walking pace the machine felt balanced. Even tall dwarves of 5 foot 6 inches
can foot their way through the traffic with a seat height of 31 inches. But it's out town where the
fun really begins. Wind open the throttle to around 5, rpm and the Honda begins to come on
strong. There's no power surge, just an enthusiastic urgency about the way the revs climb
usefully to 8, rpm before power tails off. Revving to the 9, rpm red line has little effective value
in terms of road speed and merely increases petrol consumption. All the time the exhaust
remains quiet and the rider, in helmeted isolation, is barely aware of the high-pitched but
heavily muffled scream that inoffensively finds an orchestrated passage through the system.
There's just a faintly perceptible mechanical rustle from the motor to keep the rider company.
Performance is not excessive but at least it's all usable and it's available in quantities that will
please all but the looniest speed freaks. Yet if you're anxious to find that extra 10 to 15 mph on
top speed the throttle has to be screwed. When that's all in aid of knocking a couple of minutes
off your ETA the strain seems to be an exercise in pointless-ness. Tramping hard along the M4
unmerci-lessly using revs, the Honda struggled to average 38 mpg. Even with more subdued
and realistic riding, petrol consumption only staggered into the low forties. That's the price of
performance, but proved quite acceptable in the Honda's case. The frame is basically identical
to that used on the CB, although the front forks have come in for some internal redesigning and
the rear suspension units have been uprated and more heftily sprung. The Honda's
performance, sporty appearance and excellent seating position encourage spirited riding, but
push the to its limits and you'll discover that the handling isn't quite up to the standard it's led
you to expect. Chasing hard into a bend, braking, changing down and peeling into the turn in
one swift motion induces a tail-end wiggle which serves as a warning that the CB is not, after
all, a GP racer. Brake and change down well before you're into the neck of the bend, accelerate
right through it and the Honda drives round just dandy. It's just a question of tuning your own
riding style and abilities to tit the feel, performance and handling of the Once you've done that
you'll discover how easy it is to drag the collector box across the blacktop on right-handers,
contrasting with the much better ground clearance on the spartan but functionally attractive left
side of the bike. Comments on roadholding have to be subjective in this instance since our test
machine was shod with a pair of nonstandard Continentals which broke away on several
occasions in the dry. Wet weather performance remained untried due to the total lack of rainfall
during the test period. The brakes have evidently been set up to suit the machine's bulk and
potential performance. Grabbing a fistful of the 11 inch front disc from any speed left it fadeand grab-free, and the rear drum brake just helps keep things in a straight line when you begin
to stand the on its front wheel. Exterior dimensions of the motor are identical to those of the CB
but internally there have been many modifications. The clutch and gearbox have come in for
some particularly extensive revision. The engine was hogged out by 2. Numerous styling
changes have given the CBS50 a fresh, polished image. Its reshaped petrol tank now holds 3.
Out front there's a large twin-dial setup of speedometer and rev-counter, with an idiot light
console neatly tailored to go in between them. The shows its American connection only in the
tiller cap, which in bath-plug style is chained to the inside of the tank, and in the flap which
hides the whole caboodle. We tried to find serious fault with the and failed simply because it's a
competently designed motorcycle. Okay, so maybe the seat is an ass-deadener after miles, and
the rider is always aware of a high frequency buzz too fine to be called vibration, but
nevertheless noticeable. But apart from the bleeping turn indicators the CB is not plagued with

gimmicks. The styling is clean, even subdued, available only in just blue or orange. No flashes,
no stripes, no unnecessary fuss. The CB is an enjo Graham Sanderson yable motorcycle to ride
because it's so "together": each facet of its design complementing the next. In the same way
that the RD is the optimal development of the road-going two-stroke, we reckon the CB enjoys
similar status in the four-cylinder four-stroke market, at least in the sub cc category. At the
center of our Comparison Test was a mile toot from our Westlake Village offices out across the
desert, then Northwest following the Sierra mountains to San Jose, then down along the Pacific
Ocean and home. The trip lasted for five. At the end of the ride, the testers were asked to fill out
score-sheets. The final results in each category were determined by averaging the scores of all
the testers; the overall rank order was determined by the category scores and by the staff's
subjective opinions. They were invited hopefully to offset the hell-raising tendencies of the
staff; as it turned out they raised more hell than we did, even though all three of them are
between 40 and 50 years old. It was ugly; Honda fixed that in short order, and by the early
Seventies the was generally held to be superior in all regards: it was fast, handled well, was
easy on maintenance, had a disc front brake and was a marvel of smoothness when matched
against other bikes of the same general description the Triumph and among others. Had Honda
clung to the as we knew it then and simply dragged it forward year after year with no significant
changes, chances are that, in the face of giant strides made by Honda's now-plentiful
competitors, the bike would not have fared well. But it would have done better than the current
T, because the old was a better motorcycle. The is a cosmetic masterpiece; the T-bike is
lovingly painted, plated, styled, trimmed and striped Its appearance is its message; once you
plunk your buns on the saddle and fire up the engine, it's all downhill. Well, you're thinking, it's
probably cheap. Well, maybe it's fast. Guess again. Does it get good mileage? Yesâ€”just under
40 mpg over the duration of our comparison. Only under the most carefully chosen set of
circumstances could the T be presented as an admirable motorcycle; it does look good,
probably won't break, and will be economical to operate and not especially fussy. But in this
displacement range, you can do so much betterâ€”as our comparison will clearly show. The
little Four was a brilliant motorcycle and a big seller. Within two years Honda updated it to
performance levels reached by other brands reacting to the original CB, and thus the was born
in late It wasn't. As a five-year-old basic design, the is mature by Honda standards, and that
means there aren't any detail problems left. Its tiny features have come to be expected from the
Japanese, and they're there in droves on the F. The bike's maturity also means you're stuck with
its shortcomings, which are drive-train snatch and dragging chassis hardware in fast right-hand
corners. The gearbox, still clunky and uncertain after five years, is another item you'll have to
put up with. Nothing else about the bike requires tolerance. The H-1 was a menacing little
monster: quick, unstable, unpredictable and terrifyingly fast. The cc version debuted late in ,
and was even betterâ€”or worseâ€”than the because it was faster. But the cc triple, presented in
early , was somewhat tame. Shortly thereafter Kawasaki introduced the Z-1â€” that factory's
first, quality, non-disposable motorcycleâ€”and their bikes have been getting more attractive
ever since. The bike in question here, the KH, is significantly different from its predecessor and
continues Kawasaki's quest for more-decent and less-flashy equipment. It has been
freshened-up in many areas for Its air inlet system is new, its chassis is more liberally gusseted,
its muffler has been re-engineered for better sound control, gearing has been stretched to help
mileage and reduce cruising engine speed, and the KH has been fitted with a CDI ignition
system to prolong plug life. It was also the first mid-displacement multi-cylinder roadster from
Suzuki. The bore and stroke of the Sebring are the same as Suzuki's cc street twin. The
six-speed gearbox is also of the same design as the GT twin's. For all intents and purposes the
engine has remained unchanged since its release in In a number of major changes were made
to the chassis, carburetor intake, exhaust and instrumentation. Better fork internals, shock
dampers and springs delivered a better ride. Suzuki built the Sebring with a front drum brake
only in its first year, moving to a disc in Rubber engine mounting is unchanged, having proven
effective in eliminating vibration. Initial saddle and gas tank designs have gone without
alterations. Minor design improvement changes have been made to the GT's through its five
model series, but few are visible. Suzuki believes in improving the breed from the inside out, not
the outside in. Paint scheme alone identifies the Indy as new. Ahead of its time in , the RAS
provides dual benefits. There have been no performance changes made to the cylinders or
pistons since the Indy's inception. Unchanged since the GT's original design is its exceptionally
effective rubber mounting system. Only one chassis change has been made to the GT through
the five-model series. In a number of major up-dates were built into the Indyâ€”mostly to
subdue noise and improve handling. The exhaust pipes were tucked up closer to the frame, the
side stand and center stand were moved in and the foot pegs relocated to give the Suzuki
additional lean angle clearance. The frame changes amounted to nothing more than relocating

foot controls and brackets to which they attached. New instruments were fitted to the Indy in
and included Suzuki's popular digital gear read-out and bigger idiot lights. The five-speed
gearbox is identical to the
jeep wrangler yj sound system
2000 pontiac grand am engine 34l v6
1998 subaru outback
transmission in the big cc Suzuki LeMans. The 's clutch and primary drive are equally robust.
Suzuki went to the disc front binder in The rear drum brake and wheel have remained
unchanged, as have the tire sizes. Electric starting was in the first , and has remained without
alteration. Most of the electrical components are the same as those used in the s. The plush
saddle. Minute internal modifications appear in the parts books of each new Indy, but the
motorcycle remains pleasantly the same. Home Manufacturer Contact. Honda CB F. Make
Model. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, four stroke, SOHC, 2 valves per cylinder. Bore x
Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Battery, with points. Max Power. Max
Torque. Final Drive. Double cradle tubular steal. Front Suspension. Rear Suspension. Dual
shocks, lateral adjustable preload. Front Brakes. Single mm disc. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear
Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Top Speed. Road Test. Cycle

